
All B2B sellers are not equal ! In my experience, the best B2B

sellers outperform average sellers by a factor of 4 or more.

Addressing this performance gap is a huge opportunity for

most B2B companies. Not addressing it is just not affordable.

 

What does set great B2B sellers apart  ? What do they do

different and better ?

 

I kept asking myself these questions throughout my 25 years

B2B Tech Selling career and it took me a confinement

period to capture the real essence of what I’ve learned over

these years.

Understanding your products, services, solutions,

architectures or programs is an important first step. However

it is certainly not sufficient and yet, many «  Tech  » players

take the «product  knowledge  » starting point as the only

point.

 

The Top 10 Habits of Successful B2B Sellers is digging far

beyond the necessary product knowledge.

Top 10
Habits of
Successful
B2B Sellers
Developing "Product Knowledge"
is only the starting point whereas
many Tech Companies make it
almost the only point. 
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01 DECIDE WHERE TO FOCUS & HOW TO TRACK THEIR

OWN PROGRESS

Actions without strong intentions lead to poor results

Which fish do you want to catch ? Which pond, lake or sea will you go to ? What

material will you bring with you ? Which bates will you use ?

Success definition will dictate your journey

How will you define success ? Which lagging indicators will you use ?

You want to define and track leading indicators.

Which leading indicators will you monitor, while you are in action, to see whether

you are on track or not ? How do you continously adapt to then reach success ?

Get your boss engaged

How well aligned are you with your boss on focus, success and leading indicators?

02 QUALIFY (IN OR OUT) OPPORTUNITIES WITH

DISCIPLINE

If you focus on the right opportunities, you are half-way there. If not, you are wasting

precious time and effort.

Are you holding go/no go reviews for every large opportunity? What is your hit

rate and how did it evolve in the last couple of years ? Are you disciplined when

managing key opportunities? Are compelling events, budgets and unique selling

points taken into account to qualify opportunities  ? How do you evaluate your

ability to win ?
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03 DON’T TRY TO BE THE BEST, JUST BE BETTER…AND AS

« STRATEGIC » AS POSSIBLE

Don't waste your time trying to be the best. Customers don’t live in a perfect world

and winning their hearts and minds requires you to be better and more strategic

than (i) their current situation and (ii) the new alternatives under review. 

Are you proactive in understanding what your customers value with their

suppliers  ? Are you learning from what your customers perceive to be best

practices from your competitors ?

Are you sensing how you could contribute more to your customers’

careabouts and become more strategic to them ? Can you map all what you do

on their careabouts  ? How can you differentiate from the alternatives under

review ? Can you explain your business value proposition in less than 90 seconds ?

04 ENGAGE CUSTOMER ON THEIR PROBLEM /

OPPORTUNITY…AND STAY ON IT FOR A WHILE

Always start with your customer’s problem and don’t present your business value

proposition as long as the customer is not convinced (i) that there is a problem

which needs resolving, (ii) that you have brought new light on that problem and (iii)

that the customer is eager to hear your story now.

Can you surprise your customers, bring them new insights on what they care

about  ? Do customers learn something new from you on their challenges  ? Can

you refrain from jumping too quick to presenting your solution  ? Can you start

differentiating at the problem definition stage and stick to it for a little while?

05 DIFFERENTIATE WITH OUTSTANDING LISTENING

SKILLS

Listening is one of the worst softskills with B2B « Tech » sellers  : they are too eager

to rush and explain « their solution ». 

Through outstanding listening skills you will not only learn a lot about your

customers but you will also completely change your relationship with them. 

Are you patient enough to listen to your customer ? Can you listen without taking

control of the conversation ? Do you know the best kept secret about outstanding

listening ? When was it last that you felt you were carefully listened to and what

did it do to your own perception and feelings ?
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06 EMBODY THEIR COMPANY

It is critical you never dissociate yourself from your company especially when it gets

tougher  : hard negotiation games or major delivery issues. Blaming your company

will always kill your own credibility (i.e. you have no authority hence no value) and

your company’s credibility (i.e. it is difficult to do business with your company).

Can you cope with conflicts and keep the heat on your shoulders ? Do customers

see you as an empowered ambassador of your company ? Can you refrain from

jumping to « more discount » to resolve a tough negotiation game ? How did you

manage the last customer « crisis » and how were you perceived by the customer

then?

07 BE PARANOID BY THEIR IMPACT

Your boss will pay you for the personnal impact you have in making business. Your

impact should be center stage of your development. However, you cannot improve

what you don’t measure.

Do you focus on your impact ? Do you reflect on your missed opportunities for a

bigger impact  ? Do you hold a journal about your daily impacts  ? Can you hold

the mirror and look at what you see ?

08 LET CUSTOMERS KNOW THE BUSINESS IS IMPORTANT

TO THEM

Lot of business is lost because the customer did not perceive you really wanted

their business.

Did you ever lose because you failed to demonstrate you wanted the business  ?

How do you show your customer you really want and appreciate their business ?

What messages do you pass to your customers before, during and after the deal ?
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09 ALWAYS IMPROVING THEIR COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Communication is the softskill you never develop enough and the more senior

people you engage with, the more communication becomes conversations (versus

presentations).

Were you ever coached to conduct outstanding conversations  ? Do you

understand the 3 V’s of communication (Verbal, Vocal, Visual), their respective

weight and how to activate them  to your advantage ? When preparing a

meeting, are you more focusing on what you will say or on how you will bring your

ideas to life ?

10 TAP INTO THEIR SUBCONSCIOUS RESOURCES

B2B selling can quicly become a very complex chess game, irrespective of whether

your own solution is complex or not. Complexity comes often from the emotional

side where people, perceptions, beliefs, feelings are center stage.

Your immense uncounscious ressources must be activated and can make the

difference in deciding what to do next, which piece to move where.

Have you ever used the power of visualisation  ? Do you practice mindfulness  ?

Can you access the insights arising from a good night sleep ? Are you journalling

your daily experiences and reflecting on them ?
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Program
Run 60min High-Impact Power
Sessions in your Sales Team or
your Sales Leadership Team

Standard B2B sales trainings don't trigger a real

impact on participants. They are too long, too

academic, trying to be too comprehensive and not

fitting the typical short attention span of

salespeople. They often lead to diffused learnings

and low adoption of new behaviors.

 

Our approach is not academic nor theoretical. It is

pragmatic, surprising and inspiring.   We focus on

simple yet powerful habits which can be understood

and acquired, rather easily and independently from

each other, through short high impact power

sessions including lean practicing.

 

Every high-impact power session lasts 60 minutes.

There is one to inspire and rally participants on the

relevance and the impact of the Top 10 Habits. The

others are deep-dives, each dedicated to one Habit.

 

Sales Team Leaders :

Do you want to help your salespeople understand

and embrace these Top 10 Habits so that they can

enhance their own B2B sales performance ?

Let us book 1 hour on your next sales team meeting.

 

Sales Leadership Teams :

Do you want to be challenged & inspired on how to

reduce the performance gap among your B2B

sellers, moving "average" to "good" to "great"?

Let us book 1 hour on your next leadership team

meeting.
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